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Abstract—Memristor-based neuromorphic computing system provides
a promising solution to signiﬁcantly boost the power efﬁciency of
computing system. Memristor-based neuromorphic computing system
has a wide range of design choices, such as the various memristor
crossbar cell designs and different parallelism degrees of peripheral
circuits. However, a memristor-based neuromorphic computing system
simulator, which is able to model the system and realize an early-stage
design space exploration, is still missing. In this paper, we develop a
memristor-based neuromorphic system simulation platform (MNSIM).
MNSIM proposes a general hierarchical structure for memristor-based
neuromophic computing system, and provides ﬂexible interface for users
to customize the design. MNSIM also provides a detailed reference design
for large-scale applications. MNSIM embeds estimation models of area,
power, and latency to simulate the performance of system. To estimate the
computing accuracy, MNSIM proposes a behavior-level model between
computing error rate and crossbar design parameters considering the inﬂuence of interconnect lines and non-ideal device factors. The error rate
between our accuracy model and SPICE simulation result is less than
1%. Experimental results show that MNSIM achieves more than 7000
times speed-up compared with SPICE and obtains reasonable accuracy.
MNSIM can further estimate the trade-off between computing accuracy,
energy, latency, and area among different designs for optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The explosion of data amount brings higher demand for power efﬁciency in modern computing system design [1]. However, it becomes
more and more difﬁcult to achieve substantial power efﬁciency gains
directly through the scaling down of traditional CMOS technique.
Meanwhile, the memory bandwidth required by high-performance
CPUs also meets an ever-increasing “memory wall” challenge to the
efﬁciency of von Neumann architecture [2]. Consequently, there is
a growing research interest of exploring emerging nano-devices and
new computing architectures to further improve power efﬁciency [3],
[4].
In recent years, the innovation of memristor and memristor-based
computing system provides a promising solution to signiﬁcantly
boost the power efﬁciency of computing systems. The nonvolatile
property and the crossbar structure provide a promising alternative
to the non-von Neumann architecture by changing the architecture
to merge computation and memory [5]. By taking advantage of
these characteristics, researchers have designed many neuromorphic
systems using memristor crossbar and get great efﬁciency gains [6].
As the ultimate goal of memristor-based neuromorphic system
research is to implement large-scale neuromorphic applications on
memristor, researchers need to estimate and optimize the performance of their designs before fabrication. However, none of the
existing system simulation platforms can completely support the
simulation of memristor-based computing system. Traditional architecture simulator like GEM5 [7] can not simulate memristor device
and memritor-based computing structure. NVSim [8] and NVMain
[9] are memory-oriented simulators which can simulate and optimize
the designs of memristor-based memory. But the peripheral circuit
structure of NVSim/NVMain is ﬁxed for memory simulation, so
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they can not support the special operations of computing system.
Researchers now can only simulate the system with circuit-level
simulators such as SPICE by using memristor models, or use other
circuit-level simulator that has embedded memristor models like
NVMspice [10]. However, the simulation time obviously increases
when the scale of network gets larger. As a result, a fast simulation
platform oriented to memristor-based computing system with an
accurate behavior-level model is highly demanded.
However, there are some challenges to develop a behavior-level
simulation platform for memristor-based neuromorphic system. First,
since the optimal circuit of memristor-based neuromorphic system
is far from conclusive, a simulation platform needs to be general
and scalable enough to support the various designs. Therefore, how
to propose a ﬂexible architecture of memristor-based neuromorphic
system is the major challenge for simulator design. Second, computing accuracy is the main metric that needs to be estimated in a
memristor-based computing system, but a behavior-level estimation
model is still missing. Third, there are lots of design parameters can
be adjusted in the circuit design, so the behavior-level simulation
platform must support the design space exploration with a fast
simulation speed.
This work proposes MNSIM, the ﬁrst behavior-level simulation
platform for the memristor-based neuromorphic computing system.
The main contributions of MNSIM are as follows:
1) We propose a general hierarchical structure of memristor-based
neuromophic computing system. MNSIM provides ﬂexible
interface for users to customize the design through this scalable
architecture. MNSIM also provides a reference design for
large-scale neuromorphic system simulation.
2) MNSIM proposes a behavior-level model of memristor-based
computing accuracy, and embeds the estimation model of area,
power, and latency. The behavior-level model can accelerate
the estimation more than 7000× compared with SPICE.
3) MNSIM can explore the huge design space of memristor-based
neuromorphic computing systems and give the optimal design
with details, which can guide the design of memristor-based
neuromorphic computing systems.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Memristor Device
A memristor device is a passive two-port element with variable
resistance states. There are multiple kinds of devices which can
be used as memristor, such as Resistive Random Access Memory
(RRAM), Phase Change Memory (PCM), and etc. The memristor
devices can be used to build the crossbar structure as shown in Fig.
1(f). If we store the “matrix” by the conductivity of the memristor
device in crossbar (gK,J ) and input the voltage “vector” signals,
the memristor crossbar is able to perform analog matrix-vector
multiplication. The relationship between the input voltage vector and
output voltage vector can be expressed as follows [11]:
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vout,k =

N

j=1

ck,j · vin,j

(1)
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Fig. 1. (a) The overview architecture. (b) Hierarchical Structure of Memritor-based Neuromorphic Computing System. (c) Computation Bank. (d) Computation
Unit, where the circuits in dotted blocks are optional to implement bipolar weight. (e) Peripheral Module. (f) Memristor Crossbar.

where vin,j is the jth element of input voltage vector denoted by j
(j = 1, 2, ..., N ), vout,k is the kth element of output voltage vector
denoted by k (k = 1, 2, ..., N ), and ck,j is the matrix data. The
matrix data can be represented by the conductivity of the memristor
device and the load resistor (gs ) as:
gk,j
ck,j =
(2)
N

gs +
gk,l
l=1

As a result, analog ANNs and other neuromophic systems can be
implemented by memristor-based structure [12].
B. Comparison of Memristor-based Memory and Computing System
Researchers have implemented kinds of non-volatile memory
using memristor devices, but the memory-oriented design can not
be directly used to process computation for two main reasons. First,
to utilize the advantage of crossbar structure as shown in Fig. 1(f), all
the memristor cells in a crossbar need to be selected when processing
matrix-vector multiplication, but in memory we only need to select
a single cell in a crossbar. The cell selection scheme needs to be
reﬁned, and the corresponding circuits need to be adjusted. Second,
the neuron function circuits (i.e. sigmoid function in ANN) need
to be embedded into the structure when implementing a complete
neuromorphic computing system.
III. M EMRISTOR - BASED N EUROMORPHIC C OMPUTING
S TRUCTURE
A. The Hierarchical Structure Analysis of Memeristor-based Neuromorphic Computing System
To simulate various system designs while remaining the similar
simulation architecture at the same time, it is necessary to propose a
general and ﬂexible structure for memristor-based computing system.
Memristor-based computing system serves as an acceleration platform which obtains data from CPU or memory, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Generally, the neuromorphic algorithm consists of multiple cascaded
network layers, and the functions of layers are similar. Therefore, the
whole neuromorphic system can be divided into multiple cascaded
modules with similar functions, where each module represents the
operation of a network layer. This module is named Computation
Bank in MNSIM.
When the scale of a network layer is large, like a 2500 × 2000
network layer in ANN [13], the amount of cells can be more than
5 × 106 . However, the existing technology can not fabricate a single
memristor crossbar containing over 106 cells. Moreover, as the
size of crossbar grows, the non-ideal factors of memristor crossbar
become serious [14], which obviously reduces the computing accuracy. Therefore, to process large-scale neuromorphic application,
the computation bank must further contains multiple individual units
with a peripheral module to combine the results of units. MNSIM
calls these individual units Computation Units.
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As a result, most of the circuit designs of memristor-based
neuromorphic system can be represented by the hierarchical structure
containing 3 levels: system level, bank level, and unit level. The
hierarchical structure is shown in Fig. 1(b). Based on this abstraction,
MNSIM provides ﬂexible customization interface while sustain the
system architecture unchanged. As shown in Table I, users can
conﬁgure the design from different level to process the simulation
of various neuromorphic systems. In addition, MNSIM supposes
that all the weight matrix can be completely stored in the multiple
memristor crossbars. This is because that high integration is the
main advantage of memristor-based structure, and storing all weights
without repeatedly writing can better utilize the energy efﬁciency of
memristor. But the structure can also be adjusted for reconﬁgurable
designs as discussed in Section III-E.
The detailed reference design of each level is discussed below.
Moreover, if users need to use some special designs that are not
listed in Table I, they can adjust the detailed design of corresponding
layer through a friendly C++ interface.
B. Computation Bank
A computation bank processes the computation of a single network layer, and multiple computation banks cascaded into a whole
neuromorphic system. Each computation bank consists of multiple
computation units and a Peripheral Module. When using multiple
crossbars to implement the matrix-vector multiplication, we actually
divide the matrix into many blocks, and then merge the results of
multiple small matrix-vector multiplications of a row by an addition
operation as:
 =
Vout,j

N



Wk,j Vin,k

(3)

k=1


 is the input data vector in kth row (i.e. Vin,1
=
where Vin,k
 is the output
(vin,1 , vin,2 , ..., vin,s ) if the crossbar size is s), Vout,j
data vector in jth row, and Wk,j is the unit’s weight matrix in kth
row and jth column. Each unit processes a block of the matrix-vector
multiplication, and the peripheral module merges the computation
results of multiple units. The reference structure of computation bank
is shown in Fig. 1(c).
In addition, considering that the digital signal has a better potential
to achieve noiseless communication of multiple units for large
network, MNSIM embeds digital input/output design of computation
unit and peripheral module as a reference design. If users want to
use the design with analog communication, they can move the read
circuits from units to peripheral modules to process the simulation.
C. Peripheral Module
The peripheral module contains the adders and neurons, as shown
in Fig. 1(e). The adders are used to merge the multiple individual
matrix-vector multiplication results, while neuron is the module to
provide non-linear characteristic in neuromorphic algorithms, like the
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sigmoid function in ANN. Since the neuron function is non-linear,
so it cannot be separately operated before the adding operation in
Eq. (3). So, the neuron function can only be implemented outside
the units, and operates after the results of different units have been
added together.
D. Computation Unit
A computation unit consists of ﬁve main modules: memristor
crossbar, address decoder, read circuit, input peripheral circuit, and
control module. The reference structure of computation unit provided
in MNSIM is shown in Fig. 1(d).
a) Memristor Crossbar: is the main part of the computation
unit which accomplishes the memory and computation functions of
neuromorphic system. Speciﬁcally, since the resistance of memristor
devices can only be positive, a unit needs to contain two memristor
crossbars and uses the difference value of the corresponding cells
to reﬂect the bipolar weight for some applications, as shown in
Fig. 1(d). The polarity of network weight is conﬁgurable, and the
crossbar size can be adjusted for design space exploration.
In default, MNSIM uses the RRAM model from Stanford University as the device model [15], and also maintain the scalability for
other memristor devices. During the read and compute operations,
the difference between RRAM and other memristor devices is just
the resistance range, so the operation mechanism and circuit structure
of other devices are the same as RRAM. In addition, both the MOSaccessed cell (1T1R) and the Cross-point cell (0T1R) are modeled
in MNSIM.
b) Address Decoder: is the module to select speciﬁc column/row through a transfer gate. Only one cell needs to be operated
in write operation, so two decoders are needed for each crossbar
to select the speciﬁc row and column. Speciﬁcally, the decoder
design is different from traditional decoder used in memory, because
we need to select all the input ports of crossbar. A computationoriented crossbar decoder is designed to solve this problem, which
is introduced in Section IV-B2. The detailed decoder circuit is
determined by crossbar size.
c) Input Peripheral Circuit: is the module generating the signal
(pulse or voltage) to be transmitted into crossbar, which contains
DACs and transfer gates. Memristor devices usually use pulse signals
for writing, reading, and computing. To implement voltage pulses
with various amplitudes, MNSIM inputs the analog voltage data
(converted by DACs) into a transfer gate which is controlled by
digital pulses.
d) Read Circuit: is the module processing the signal coming
from the memristor crossbar. The read circuit can be ADCs or
multilevel Sensing Ampliﬁers (SAs). If the weights of network are
bipolar, extra subtractors are needed to merge the signals comes
from two crossbars. The amount of read circuits can be adjusted if
the users want to only compute p columns’ results and sequentially
process t times to obtain complete results. MNSIM can use the
parallelism degree p as a variable to estimate the trade-off between
latency and area.
e) Control Module: is the module generating the control signals
and leading the operation of reminder modules. An important function of control module is to implement the switch policy between
write and verify operation when using pulse signal to write a weight
into the memristor cell [16].
E. Customized Design
Users can customize the design in multiple levels. From bank level, users can customize the connection between units. For example,
if users wants to generate reconﬁgurable network instead of a ﬁxed
cascaded structure, they can distribute the peripheral module into
each unit to obtain a system only consists of reconﬁgurable units.
This design will introduce lots of redundant circuits, so it is not
chosen as the reference structure in MNSIM. From unit level, the
detailed structure of computation units and peripheral modules can be
adjusted. For example, the structure proposed in [17] can eliminate
the DACs and ADCs (or multilevel SAs) around crossbar, so the

TABLE I
T HE C ONFIGURATION L IST OF MNSIM
Inputs
Application

Level
System

Default Value
ANN

Application Scale

System

-

Weight Bit
Input Bit

System
System

8
8

Network Scale

Bank

-

Weight Polarity
CMOS Tech
Cell Type
Memristor Model
Interconnect Tech
Crossbar Size
Parallelism Degree

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

2
90nm
1T1R
RRAM
28nm
128
0

Resistance Range

Unit

[500 500k]

Comment
Algorithm Type
Layers of
Application
Weight Precison
Signal Precison
Scale of
Each Layer
1T1R/0T1R

0 means All Parallel
Min/Max Memristor
Resistance

users can remove the corresponding modules of unit to simulate this
structure. In addition, the detailed estimation model of each circuit
module is also ﬂexible. For example, if users want to use a special
kind of DAC, they only need to change the performance estimation
model of corresponding circuits.
In addition, NVSim [8] is a powerful simulator for memristorbased non-volatile memory. Therefore, to fully explore the compatibility between memritor-based memory and memristor-based
computing system, we provide an interface for each computationoriented module (i.e. sigmoid circuit) to be compatible with NVSim.
Users can easily introduce some NVSim results into MNSIM; or use
MNSIM results in NVSim by adding some circuity models.
IV. S IMULATOR F RAMEWORK
A. MNSIM Overview
MNSIM supports the function of signal simulation, performance
estimation, and design optimization. As a basic function, MNSIM
can simulate the voltage, current, and practical mapped memristor
resistance of neuromorphic computing system. Based on the CMOS
technology data and some estimation models, MNSIM can further
estimate the area, power, latency, and computing accuracy. Users
need to provide the conﬁguration ﬁle of MNSIM to determine the
simulation target and other optional input parameters. The details
about conﬁguration ﬁle are shown in Table I. If the users do not
determine all conﬁgurations, MNSIM can explore the design space
and give the optimal design with details.
B. Area, Power, and Latency Models
MNSIM provides the following models to estimate the area, power, and latency of each module in Fig. 1(a), and also supports users
to embed original devices by providing the performance parameters.
Some modules have been adequately analyzed by researchers, such
as ADC, DAC, and etc. Therefore, we mainly introduce the models
of memristor crossbar and decoder because MNSIM reﬁned these
circuits to support memristor-based computation.
1) Memristor Crossbar: Since the crossbar structures do not need
to be changed for computation, MNSIM uses the existing area model
of memristor-based memory to estimate the crossbar area. The area
estimation models of MOS-accessed cell and cross-point cell are
[18]:
AREAcell,M OS−accessed = 3(W/L + 1)F 2

(4)

AREAcross−point = 4F 2

(5)

where W/L is the technology parameter of transistor in each cell,
and F is the size of memristor technology node.
However, we select all cells simultaneously in computing phase,
the power consumption is larger than that of memory-oriented
circuit. MNSIM uses the harmonic mean of minimum and maximum
resistance of memristor to replace all cells’ resistance values as the
average case estimation, and uses minimum resistance to replace all
cells’ resistance values as a worst case estimation. Harmonic mean
is chosen because both power and parallel resistance are computed
using cell’s resistance as a denominator.
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Fig. 2. (a). Memory-oriented Decoder. (b). Computation-oriented Decoder
to select all cells. A NOR gate is added.

The unexpected voltage reduction caused by wire consumption
and other cells is a main non-ideal factor that inﬂuences the computing results of memristor-based crossbar, and the impact increases
obviously when the size of crossbar gets larger. Moreover, the V-I
characteristic of memristor device is not linear in the same resistance
state [14], [15], [21], which also makes computation inaccurate.
MNSIM analyzes the coarse relationship between computing error
rate and the crossbar circuits based on the existing research about
these non-ideal factors. For a crossbar with M rows and N columns,
when the input voltages equal, the output voltage of a column is:
V o = Vi ×

Fig. 3. The error rate ﬁt curves of output voltages with different crossbar
sizes and interconnect technology nodes. The scattered points are simulated
by SPICE, and the lines reﬂect the proposed estimation model.

2) Decoder: The decoder of memristor crossbar needs to be modiﬁed to support the function of selecting all cells in the computing
phase. Speciﬁcally, the traditional decoder used in memory is an
address selector controlling the transfer gate between input signal
and crossbar, as shown in Fig. 2(a). MNSIM proposes a simple
but efﬁcient method to modify this decoder into a computationoriented decoder shown in Fig. 2(b). A NOR gate is placed between
the address decoder and the transfer gate, and a control signal is
connected into NOR gate. When processing computation, the control
signal is at high voltage and turns on all transfer gates through NOR
gate. This modiﬁcation only adds a NOR gate into the structure, so
MNSIM directly adds the area, power and latency cost of a NOR
gate into the estimation model.
3) Other Modules: To support the estimation of various technology nodes, MNSIM provides a reference transistor-level design
for each module and uses the technology parameters from CACTI,
NVSim, PTM (Predictive Technology Model), and other technology
documents to estimate the parameters of transistor-based modules.
Especially, MNSIM uses a multilevel SA [19] as the reference read
circuit design to support simulation of different data precisions. The
circuit from [20] is chosen as the reference sigmoid module. MNSIM
can also use the parameters of existing libraries and designs to
replace the analytical models. In addition, it is difﬁcult to directly
calculate the power and latency of analog circuits only by the
connection of transistors, because the DC operating points varies
a lot between different transistors. When we change the technology
node of transistors, we still remain the function of each transistor in
these analog circuits, so the different performance between multiple
technology nodes is mainly caused by the different circuit parameters
of transistors (i.e. transistor size, capacitor of side wall, and Oncurrent density). MNSIM uses the simulation results from SPICE to
revise the operating points of analog transistors in order to guarantee
the simulation accuracy.
C. Computing Accuracy Model
Computing accuracy is an important characteristic for a computing
system. However, the relationship between the numerical output
number of computing system and the classiﬁcation result of application is too complex, which varies in different algorithms and
different applications. Therefore in MNSIM, the computing accuracy
of memristor crossbar is deﬁned as the relative accuracy of numerical
computing results between memristor-based structure and ideal CPU
computation, as discussed in Section IV-C. This accuracy deﬁnition
represents the computing precision of memristor circuit.
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Rs
Rparallel + Rs

(6)

where Rparallel is the parallel resistance of the whole column, and
Rs is the equivalent sensing resistance. If we take the resistance
of interconnect line between neighboring cells r into account, the
Rparallel is larger than the parallel resistance of memristor cells, as
shown in Eq. 7. Considering that r is much less than the resistance
of memristor, the difference between denominators can be ignored.
In the worst case, all memristors are at the minimum resistance, and
the worst column is the farthest column from input signals. So the
Rparallel can be further approximatively estimated by:
M

M
1
1
≈
≈
Rparallel
Rm,n + mr + nr
Rmin + (M + N )r
m=1

(7)

where Rm,n is the resistance of memristor cell in the mth row and
the nth column, and Rmin is the minimum resistance of memristor
device. Furthermore, taking the non-linear V-I characteristics into
account, the practical resistance of memristor device Ract differs
from the ideal value Ridl . By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), we can
estimate the actual output voltage. After simpliﬁcation, the fractional
error of output voltage is:
[(M + N )r + Ract − Ridl ]Rs
Vo,idl − Vo,act
=
Vo,idl
[Ract + (M + N )r + Rs M ](Ridl + Rs M )
(8)
We use M , N , and r as variables to simulate the error rate of
output voltages on SPICE, and ﬁt the relationship according to Eq.
(8) to ﬁll the accuracy module, as shown in Fig. 3. The root mean
squared error of this ﬁtting curve is less than 0.01.
To further evaluate the accuracy from higher level, MNSIM
transforms the above voltage error rate into the digital data deviation.
Generally, the results of matrix-vector multiplication are linear
quantized into k levels by the read circuits. The minimum value of
the voltage signal equals 0 because the minimum value is obtained
when all the input voltage signals of crossbar are 0. Therefore, given
the quantization interval Vinterval , the k −1 quantization boundaries
are {0.5Vinterval , ..., (k − 1 − 0.5)Vinterval }.
According to the non-ideal factor analysis, the input data of these
convert circuits contains an maximum deviation rate of , which
causes a read deviation when converting the analog voltage into a
digital data. MNSIM uses both the worst case deviation and the
average deviation to evaluate the accuracy. In the worst case, the
ideal computing result signal is just around the largest quantization
boundary (k − 1 − 0.5)Vinterval and needs to be recognized as
the maximum value k − 1. Inﬂuenced by the non-ideal crossbar, the
practical computing result in the worst case is (k−1−0.5)Vinterval ×
(1 − ), so the maximum deviation between the actual analog signal
and the ideal quantization level is [(k − 1 − 0.5) + 0.5]Vinterval .
The maximum digital deviation can be calculated by:
M axDigitalDeviation = (k − 1.5) + 0.5

(9)

For example, when k equals 64 and  equals 10%, the
M axDigitalDeviation equals 6, which means that the maximum
value 63 can be wrongly read as 57. Therefore, the maximum error
rate is:
(k − 1.5) + 0.5
(10)
M axErrorRate =
k−1
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TABLE II
VALIDATION R ESULTS W ITH R ESPECT TO A RRAM-C ROSSBAR -BASED
T WO L AYER ANN. T HE T ECHNOLOGY N ODE OF CMOS IS 90 NM .
Metric
Computation Power(mW)
(Decoder+Crossbar)
Read Power(mW)
(Decoder+Crossbar)
Computation Energy(uJ)
(3-layer ANN)
Latency(ns)
Average Relative Accuracy(%)

MNSIM

SPICE
Result

ERROR

17.20

16.34

+5.26%

2.39

2.44

-2.05%

0.525

0.487

+7.73%

381.49
95.41

405.50
94.57

-5.92%
-0.89%

dƌĂŶƐĨĞƌ'ĂƚĞ

Crossbar Size
SPICE(s)
MNSIM(s)
Speed-Up

RRAM

Decoder

Fig. 4. The layout of 32 × 32 1T1R RRAM crossbar with the decoder in
130nm technology.

However, this maximum error rate is obtained only when the
computing result is around the maximum value, so MNSIM also uses
an average error rate to evaluate the computing accuracy. Similar to
ॾ㲩
the above analysis, the digital
deviation of a speciﬁc quantization
level i can be represented by i + 0.5, where we use i instead
of i − 0.5 or i + 0.5 to reﬂect the average situation. Therefore, the
average deviation is:
k−1


AvgDigitalDeviation =

i=0

32
13.76
0.0011
12509×

MNSIM

64
41.62
0.0030
13873×

128
169.12
0.0192
8088×

256
678.2
0.0348
19489×

Optimization
Target
Area(mm2 )
Energy per
Operation(uJ)
Latency(us)
Error Rate of
Output(%)
Power(W )
Crossbar Size
Line Tech Node
Parallelism Degree

Area

Energy

Latency

12.183

20.730

29.345

Computation
Accuracy
117.086

35.90

3.1923

3.748

10.35

43.43

0.5153

0.3470

10.35

17.98

17.98

17.98

1.09

0.8266
256
28
1

6.195
256
28
128

10.80
256
28
256

29.66
64
45
64

B. Simulation Speed-up
We test the simulation time of single memristor crossbar with
different sizes. As shown in Table III, MNSIM can get more than
7000× speed-up compared with SPICE. Moreover, the speed-up can
further increase when simulating multiple crossbars and the large
amount of peripheral circuits.
C. Case Study

i + 0.5

(11)
k
Moreover, when simulating the application with multiple network
layers, the error rate needs to be transported through crossbars, which
means the input signal of next layer has a ﬂuctuation. Suppose that
the digital error rate of the previous layer is δd1 while the computing
error rate of the next layer’s crossbar is c2 , the practical analog
voltage result of the next layer is limited by:
(1 − δd1 )(1 − c2 )Vidl ≤ Vact ≤ (1 + δd1 )(1 + c2 )Vidl

16
5.35
0.0007
7642×

AND

TABLE IV
T HE D ESIGN S PACE E XPLORATION OF A 2048 × 1024 N ETWORK BASED
ON D IFFERENT I NTERCONNECT T ECHNOLOGY, C ROSSBAR S IZE , AND
C OMPUTATION PARALLELISM D EGREE

dƌĂŶƐŝƐƚŽƌ

1T1RƌƌĂǇ

TABLE III
S IMULATION T IME OF SPICE

(12)

which can be substituted into Eq. (9)˜(11) to further analyze the
read error rate of next layer. MNSIM uses this propagation model
to evaluate the ﬁnal accuracy of the whole system layer by layer.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Validation
We choose a 3-layer ANN with two 128×128 network layers
as the application to validate the power and latency module. The
SPICE results are the average value of 20 random samples of weight
matrixes and 100 random samples of input vectors. The technology
node of CMOS is 90nm. The results are shown in Table II, where
all the error rates are smaller than 10% compared with the SPICE
results. As for memristor-based computing accuracy part, we use an
approximate computing application, the JPEG encoding processed
in a 3-layer 64×16×64 ANN, for validation. The result shows the
error rate of accuracy model is less than 1%, which validates the
precision of proposed behavior-level model. Since only the crossbar
and decoder are designed by MNSIM to support memritor-based
computation, we use the parameter extracted from the layout of this
part to validate the area model. As shown in Fig. 4, a 32 × 32
1T1R memristor crossbar and the proposed decoders are designed in
130nm CMOS technology. The area of the layout is 3420 um2 (45um
× 76um), while the estimation result is 2251 um2 . The large error
rate of area estimation is mainly because that the layout design needs
to remain some intervals, and the decoder circuit also needs to be
aligned with the memristor cells. MNSIM introduces the validation
result as a coefﬁcient for area estimation, and users can provide
the coefﬁcient of their own technologies to obtain a more accurate
estimation.

We use a 2048 × 1024 network with 8-bit bipolar weights and
8-bit signals for case study. There are some researchers already
shown that RRAM devices can implement 8-bit storage in single cell
[22]. However, if the precision of devices can not directly support
8-bit storage, we can use two crossbars to store the highest 4-bit
values and lowest 4-bit values separately and add the results by the
adders in the peripheral module in the reference design of MNSIM.
Considering that the precision is usually determined by the device,
we do not use it as a parameter for optimization, and the experiments
are based on 8-bit level RRAM model. This network scale is used
in existing algorithm [13], which can support a wide design space
of more than 10,000 designs. We use the reference design based on
45nm CMOS. The crossbar size, computation parallelism degree,
and interconnect technology are three variables for design space
exploration. Speciﬁcally, the computation parallelism degree means
the amount of read circuits for each crossbar. For example, when the
parallelism degree is 4, it means we simultaneously obtain the results
of 4 columns for each crossbar. In this experiment, the crossbar size
doubled increases from 4, 8, to 1024; the computation parallelism
degree ranges from 1 to 128; and the interconnect technology(nm)
is chosen from {18,22,28,36,45}. MNSIM uses traversal method for
optimization due to the fast simulation speed. All the 10,220 designs
can be simulated within 4 seconds in this case.
1) Design Space Exploration: Since the computing error rate of
memristor crossbar is more than 2000% when the crossbar size is
1024 with 18nm interconnect lines, we set up that the computing
error rate of memristor crossbar cannot be larger than 25% in the
experiment. The design space exploration results are shown in Table
V. Each column of the table shows an optimized design aimed
at a speciﬁc optimization target. For example, the ﬁrst column is
the the performance factors and circuit details of the smallest area.
Compared with 2nd and 3rd columns, the 1st column has less area
and power consumption with the same interconnect technology and
crossbar size. This is because it reads the computing results one by
one, but the latency increases and the energy of whole computation
grows back. From the 4th column, we can see that the most accurate
computation is implemented by large interconnect technology and
a middle crossbar size, which accords with our previous analysis.
In addition, the result in Table V is not comparable with the
performance of RRAM-based memory, because the computation-
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TABLE V
T HE T RADE -O FF BETWEEN A REA , P OWER , AND ACCURACY BASED ON
D IFFERENT C ROSSBAR S IZES
Crossbar Size
Error Rate(%)
Area(mm2 )
Energy(uJ)

256
7.71
29.34
3.74

128
2.07
58.59
5.94

64
1.09
117.11
10.35

32
1.46
234.10
19.21

16
2.38
468.32
37.09

8
3.50
936.81
73.38

Fig. 5. The inﬂuence of computing parallelism degree on area and latency
with different crossbar sizes. The area and latency results are normalized by
the maximum value of each crossbar size for comparison.

oriented circuit is quite different with memory as discussed in
Section II-B.
2) Trade-Off Among Area, Power, and Accuracy: To further analyze the trade-off results, we use the 45nm interconnect technology
as an example to analyze the relationship between area, power, and
computing accuracy inﬂuenced by crossbar size. Obviously, if we use
larger crossbar size in each unit, the amount of units gets smaller.
Each splitting of rows in weight matrix leads to an increase of
peripheral circuits such as DACs and read circuits, so the power and
area decrease when using larger crossbar. However, large crossbar
suffers from the impact of non-ideal factors as discussed in Section
IV-C, so there is a trade-off between computing accuracy and other
performance. Table IV shows the results among different crossbar
sizes. We can get computing accuracy improvement at the cost of
area and power only when the crossbar size is larger than 64. When
the crossbar is too small, the parallel resistance of a column grows
up. As a result, the actual voltage between each cell gets smaller
according to Eq. (6). The change of voltage leads to the change of
resistance by the non-linear V-I characteristic of memristor, which
inﬂuences the computing accuracy.
3) Trade-Off Between Latency and Area: There is also a tradeoff between latency and area. The output peripheral circuits can be
shared by multiple columns to reduce the area and power, but the
latency increases because each unit needs to compute many times.
This trade-off is also inﬂuenced by the column amount of crossbar.
Fig. 5 shows the area and latency results when using different
computation parallelism degrees and different crossbar sizes, where
each line shows the results of the same crossbar size. Considering
that the results of different crossbar sizes vary a lot in absolute
number, we normalize them by the maximum value of each crossbar
size’s result. When the parallelism degree goes down, the increasing

trend of latency is similar in different crossbar sizes but the area
reduction trend varies. This is because the unit amount is small with
large crossbar size, so the area of neurons and peripheral circuits
takes large proportion of area, which limits the gain by reducing read
circuits. The trade-off between area and latency is shown in Fig. 6.
We can obtain large area reduction at the cost of little latency, and
there is an inﬂection point for each crossbar size.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we propose MNSIM, the ﬁrst behavior-level simulation platform for memristor-based neuronmorphic computing system.
MNSIM proposes a scalable hierarchical structure of memristorbased neuromophic computing system, and provides ﬂexible interface for users to customize their designs in multiple levels. MNSIM
also provides a detailed reference design for large-scale applications.
A behavior-level model is proposed to estimate the computing
accuracy of memristor-based structure, and the error rate of this
model is less than 1% compared with SPICE result. The experiment
results show that MNSIM can reach more than 7000× speed-up with
SPICE. MNSIM can also provide the trade-off between different
designs and estimate the optimal performance. In the future, we will
test MNSIM in larger networks, and further support RRAM-based
structure designs for other applications like Spiking Neural Network
[23] and Convolutional Neural Network.
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